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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
Jurisdiction in this appeal is conferred upon the Utah Court of Appeals pursuant to 
U.C.A. §78-2a -3(k). 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 
1. Did the trial court error in dismissing plaintiffs' Amended Complaint as a matter 
of law? 
Standard of Review: The propriety of a Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal is a question of law, 
and the appellate court gives the trial court's ruling no deference and reviews it under a 
correctness standard. St. Benedicts Development Co. v. St. Benedicts Hospital, 811 P.2d 194 
(Utah 1991). When reviewing a judgment entered on a Motion to Dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6), 
the Court of Appeals is obliged to construe the Complaint in the light most favorable to the 
plaintiff and to indulge all reasonable inferences in plaintiffs' favor. Heiner v. S.J. Groves & 
Sons Co.. 790 P.2d 107 (Utah App. 1990). 
Issue Preserved: This issue is implicit in the Court's ruling. Plaintiffs trial memoranda 
on the subject are at R.57 and R.95. 
CONTROLLING CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, 
ORDINANCES OR RULES 
The appellant is aware of no constitutional provision, statute, ordinance or rule whose 
interpretation is determinative of any of the issues in this litigation. 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Plaintiffs initiated this action seeking a determination that the defendant had breached 
express warranties contained in an Earnest Money Sales Agreement ("EMSA"). In the EMSA, 
the seller expressly warranted that "the plumbing, heating. . . system. . . shall be sound or in 
satisfactory working condition at closing." After acquiring the property, the plaintiffs discovered 
deficiencies in the plumbing and heating systems which were not discoverable prior to closing, 
and included leaking sewer, water and heat distribution lines within the walls and under the 
floors of the apartment building. Plaintiffs seek recovery of damages arising out of the 
defendant seller's breach of these express warranties. 
The defendant brought a Motion to Dismiss the Complaint asserting that the express 
warranties in the earnest money had been disclaimed. The District Court dismissed the 
Complaint and awarded the defendant attorney's fees and costs. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
1. In June, 1992, the plaintiffs and the defendant James C. Ziter, entered into an 
Earnest Money Sales Agreement ("EMSA"). A copy of the EMSA is included in the 
Addendum.1 (Para. 2, plaintiffs' proposed Amended Complaint and para. 2 of plaintiffs' 
Complaint; R.50, 3; the EMSA is at R.6). 
1
 Since the time of the District Court's Order dismissing this action, plaintiffs have discovered that there were in 
fact two EMSA's, one signed by Bruce W. Manka on June 2, 1992 and one signed by Melvin Grossgold also dated June 
2, 1992. The earnest monies are otherwise identical. Both of the earnest monies are attached in the Addendum. 
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2. The real property described in the EMSA is an apartment building located at 234 
East 100 South, Salt Lake City, commonly known as the Hollywood Apartments. (Para. 3 of 
the Complaint and proposed Amended Complaint; R.3, 50). 
3. As part of the EMSA (General Provision ifC) Ziter, as the seller, expressly 
warranted that " . . . the plumbing, heating, air conditioning, and ventilating systems, electrical 
systems and appliances shall be sound or in satisfactory working condition at closing." (Para. 
4 of the Complaint and proposed Amended Complaint; R.3, 8, 50). 
4. Additional language in the EMSA provides as follows: 
1. PROPERTY DESCRIPTION. . . . 
(a) Included Items. . . . 
(b) Excluded Items. . . . 
(c) Connections, Utilities and Other Rights. . . . 
(d) Survey. . . . 
(e) Buyer Inspection. Buyer has made a visual inspection of the 
property and subject to Section 1(c) above and 6 below, accepts it 
in its present physical condition, except: None. Buyer accepts 
property "as-is". 
6. SELLERS WARRANTIES. In addition to warranties contained in Section C, 
the following items are also warranted: None. 
Exceptions to the above and Section C shall be limited to the following: 
None. 
(R.6-9). 
5. On or about June 30, 1992, the sale of the Hollywood Apartments was closed. 
(Para. 5 of the Complaint and para. 6 of the proposed Amended Complaint; R. 4,51). 
6. At closing, the plumbing and heating systems were not in sound or in satisfactory 
working condition. The deficiencies in the plumbing and heating systems were of such a nature 
that they were not discoverable prior to closing, and included the following: 
a. Leaks existed in sewer lines within walls and under floors such that waste 
water and sewage ran directly into and leaked into the dirt under the 
lowest level of the structure, causing structural timbers to rot; 
b. Leaks existed in sewer and vent lines located in walls, some of which had 
been improperly patched, which allowed sewer gas into living spaces; 
c. Leaks existed in water lines and mains within walls and under the floors 
of the structure; 
d. Leaks existed under the lower floor of the structure in the steam heat 
distribution system, including the steam condensate return line, which 
were visible only after removal of walls and floors. 
(Para. 8 of the proposed Amended Complaint and para. 7 of the Amended Complaint; R.51, 4). 
7. The deficiencies were so severe that Salt Lake City has required that the entire 
plumbing (water and sewer) system be replaced. (Plaintiffs' proposed Amended Complaint 
(para. 9) and Complaint (para. 8); R.52, 5). 
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8. Bruce Manka understood that the language typed into Paragraph 1(e) of the EMSA 
meant that he would not make any further physical inspection of the property. He did not intend 
nor understand that the language could be construed to be a waiver of the express warranties set 
forth in Paragraph C of the General Provisions. It was his understanding, based upon his prior 
experience with the agreement, that the express warranties in Paragraph C remained a part of 
the EMSA unless specifically excluded in Paragraph 6 of the EMSA. Manka would not have 
entered into the EMSA or purchased the property had he understood that Ziter was attempting 
to exclude his express warranties. It was never discussed between Manka and Ziter that Ziter 
had any desire to exclude the express warranties contained in Paragraph C of the General 
Provisions. (Affidavit of Bruce Manka, para. 6; R.69). 
RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL 
Plaintiff seeks a determination that: 
a) that as a matter of law, the express warranties at issue were not excluded; 
b) the trial court erred in dismissing the Complaint; 
c) the trial court's judgment should be set aside in its entirety. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The sellers expressly warranted that the plumbing and heating systems would be in 
satisfactory working condition at closing. It cannot be disputed that these systems were not in 
sound or satisfactory working condition at closing. The seller's argument that the "as is" 
reference in the visual inspection clause of the Earnest Money Agreement overrides all of the 
express warranties in the Earnest Money Agreement fails for a number of reasons. The EMS A 
consists of a series of representations and agreements. The "as-is" language appears only in the 
part of the agreement dealing with visual inspections. Even if the language were to apply 
beyond the paragraph dealing with visual inspections, it does not eliminate the separate, express 
warranties that existed for the heating and plumbing systems. 
The "as is" language would apply, at most, to implied warranties and does not address 
or specify any express warranties as being excluded. The Earnest Money Sales Agreement 
contains specific language added by the parties to the agreement that none of the express 
warranties, including the warranties which are the subject of this action, were excluded. 
The "as is" clause contained in the inspection provision is not inconsistent with the 
express warranties relating to the heat and plumbing systems. The "as is" clause cannot apply 
to those express warranties because the clause does not identify those warranties as being 
disclaimed. 
It is also clear from the agreement itself, and the provisions added to the agreement by 
the parties, that none of the express warranties are excluded. 
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At a minimum, the language added to the agreement by the parties renders the agreement 
ambiguous on the issue of whether or not the express warranties survive the closing. 
ARGUMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
In a Motion to Dismiss, all of the allegations in the Complaint are presumed to be true. 
More importantly, all reasonable inferences which can be drawn from those allegations are to 
be drawn in favor of the plaintiff. St. Benedicts Development Co. v. St. Benedicts Hospital, 
811 P.2d 194 (Utah 1991). 
A Motion to Dismiss should be affirmed only if it appears to a certainty that the plaintiff 
would not be entitled to relief under any state of facts which could be proved in support of his 
claims. Heiner v. S.J. Groves & Sons Co., 790 P.2d 107 (Utah App. 1990). 
The issues which are presented by this appeal and by Ziter's Motion to Dismiss are issues 
of law, and this court is free to substitute its own judgment for that of the trial court on the 
issues presented. St. Benedicts Development Co., supra. 
The Complaint alleges, and it must be accepted as true for the purposes of this appeal, 
that after the purchase of the apartments was closed, that Manka and Grossgold discovered that 
the plumbing and heating systems contained substantial defects at the time of closing, defects 
which could not possibly have been discovered by a physical inspection of the property because 
they were buried under the floors and within the walls of the structure. The defects were so 
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significant that Salt Lake City required that the entire plumbing system be replaced before the 
property could be occupied. (R.4, 5). 
POINT I. 
THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES WERE NEVER EXCLUDED. 
Section C of the General Provisions of the EMSA provides that: 
SELLER WARRANTIES. Seller warrants that . . . (c) the 
plumbing, heating, air conditioning and ventilating systems, 
electrical system, and appliances shall be sound or in satisfactory 
working condition at closing. 
Section O of the General Provisions of the EMSA provides that: 
ABROGATION. Except for express warranties made in this 
Agreement, execution and delivery of final closing documents shall 
abrogate this Agreement. (Emphasis added). 
Paragraph l.(e) of the EMSA provides as follows: 
Buyer Inspection. Buyer has made a visual inspection of the 
property and subject to Section 1(c) above and 6 below, accepts it 
in its present physical condition, except: None. Buyer accepts 
property "as-is". 
(Italicized language is typed into the Agreement, emphasis added). 
Paragraph 6 of the EMSA provides that: 
SELLER'S WARRANTIES. In addition to warranties contained 
in Section C, the following items are also warranted: None. 
Exceptions to the above and Section C shall be limited to the 
following: None. 
(Emphasis added, italicized words are typed onto the form). 
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In the trial court, Ziter argued that the language in Paragraph 1(e) of the EMSA 
eliminated the express warranties in Paragraph C and, by implication, overrode the statement 
in Paragraph 6 of the EMSA (quoted above) including the typed in or added language that there 
were no exceptions to the express warranties contained in Paragraph C. 
A. The EMSA covers many topics, only one of which contains a statement of "as-
is". The EMSA is a four page document which covers a wide range of topics. For example: 
a) it discusses personal property and fixtures that will be included in the sale 
(Paragraph A); 
b) it identifies additional information to be provided by the seller prior to 
closing (Paragraphs F, G, H, and 4); 
c) it discusses how defaults will be handled (Paragraph N); 
d) it provides how title will pass and who pays what closing costs 
(Paragraphs R, S, and 3); 
e) it allows for the buyer to make physical inspections (Paragraph I.e.); 
f) it allows the parties to make special considerations on contingencies 
(Paragraph 7); 
g) it contains express warranties from the seller that survive closing that the 
plumbing and heating systems will be in sound or satisfactory working 
condition at closing (Paragraphs C and O); and 
h) it provides a special paragraph for the parties to exclude the seller's 
express warranties (Paragraph 6). 
In this EMSA, the parties agreed in writing added by them to Paragraph 6 of the EMSA, 
the special paragraph included in the EMSA to exclude the express warranties, that no 
exceptions would be made to the seller's express warranties. 
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The parties also agreed, that so far as the buyer's visual inspection of the property was 
concerned, that the buyer accepted the property without additional visual inspections, but subject 
to the seller's express warranties of the heating and plumbing systems. (Paragraph I.e.) of 
EMSA, R.6; Affidavit of Bruce Manka, para. 6, R.69). 
The defendant argued, albeit successfully in the trial court, that the use of the words "as-
is" in Paragraph I.e., which deals only with visual inspection, cuts across the other paragraphs 
of the EMSA, including those paragraphs that set forth the express warranties that were 
unquestionably breached. Even more interestingly, the defendant also claims that the "as-is" in 
Paragraph I.e. overrides the express agreement of the parties in Paragraph 6 of the EMSA that 
there were no exceptions to the seller's warranties. 
The trial court's ruling ignored the plain language of the EMSA. 
B. The "as is" language does not address the express warranties in the EMSA. 
Contrary to the trial court's assertion in its Minute Entry (R.140), the plaintiffs are aware of no 
Utah case which has held that "as is" language as used in this EMSA excludes the seller's 
express warranties contained within the same agreement. In Tibbitts v. Openshaw, 425 P.2d 
160 (Utah 1967), the Supreme Court considered only implied warranties. In Tibbitts, a buyer 
counterclaimed against a seller claiming that the seller had breached implied warranties that 
existed in a real estate contract (not the form EMSA used here). The Real Estate Contract 
provided that: 
It is hereby expressly understood and agreed by the parties hereto 
that the buyer accepts the property in its present condition and that 
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there are no representations, covenants, or agreements between the 
parties hereto with reference to said property except as herein 
specifically set forth or attached hereto. 
No contention was made in Tibbitts that any express warranties were at issue. 
The warranties which are the subject of the plaintiffs' Complaint in this transaction are 
express warranties that the plumbing and heating systems would be "in sound or satisfactory 
working condition at closing." (EMSA, Paragraph C). For purposes of this appeal, it must be 
assumed the express warranty was breached. 
In Olmsted v. Mulder, 863 P.2d 1355, rev. den. 875 P.2d 635 (Wash. App. 1993), a 
Washington court looked at the identical issues before this court and concluded that "as is" 
language in a real estate agreement does not override express warranties contained in the same 
agreement. In Olmsted, supra, an "as is" clause was set forth in a handwritten addendum and 
stated that: "Buyers to accept property as is." The addendum did not specifically disclaim any 
of the pre-printed warranties, and none of the express warranties contained within the agreement 
were stricken. In two pre-printed paragraphs of the agreement, the seller expressly warranted 
that the septic system was in good working order and needed no repairs and that the system met 
all governmental health and construction standards, and that the well had always provided an 
adequate supply of water. (These same warranties exist in Paragraphs D and E of the Utah 
EMSA). After closing, the buyers learned that neither of these warranties were true, i.e., that 
the septic system did not work, did not conform with governmental health standards, and that 
the well did not provide adequate water. The seller claimed that the "as is" language in the 
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agreement was bargained for, was not ambiguous, and prevailed over any boiler plate or other 
fine print warranties on the back of the form agreement. The Olmsted court stated as follows: 
To the extent an "as is" clause negates express or implied 
warranties, it operates as a disclaimer and is not favored in the 
law. See Hartwig Farms, Inc. v. Pacific Gamble Robinson Co., 
28 Wash. App. 539, 541-42, 625 P.2d 171 (1981). Therefore, 
the courts have added two conditions for effectiveness: "(1) a 
disclaimer must be explicitly negotiated or bargained for, and (2) 
it must set forth with particularity the qualities and characteristics 
being disclaimed. . . . " (863 P.2d at 1359). 
In analyzing the second condition for the effectiveness of an "as is" clause, the 
Washington court looked to the Uniform Commercial Code and recognized that while the UCC 
Article 2 does not govern matters involving real estate, that:2 
UCC Article 2 provides us with some guidance on disclaimers of 
warranties, (at 1359). 
2
 In Tibbitts v. Openshaw, supra, the Utah Supreme Court made observations virtually identical to those in Olmsted 
regarding the application of the UCC in interpreting disclaimers in agreements involving real property. The Utah 
Supreme Court stated in a footnote in Tibbitts that: 
[The Uniform Commercial Code] would not apply in the instant case, but by the 
process of reasoning by analogy are appropriate precedence to apply in an 
interpretation of the contract provision. 
Section 70A-2-316(3)(a), Utah Commercial Code, - not in effect at the time the 
instant contract was executed - provides: "Unless the circumstances indicate 
otherwise, all implied warranties are excluded by expressions like "as is", "with all 
faults" or other language which in common understanding calls the buyer's attention 
to the exclusion of warranties and makes it plain that there is no implied warranty. 
(425 P.2d at 162). 
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The Washington court then looked at its §2-316(3)(a) of the UCC (which is identical to U.C.A. 
§70A-2-316(3)(a)) and observed that the provision does not address the effect of an "as is" 
clause on express (as opposed to implied) warranties. 
The Olmsted court concluded that the reasoning of the UCC limiting an "as is" disclaimer 
to the disclaiming of implied warranties was persuasive and should be applied, by analogy, to 
cases involving real estate: 
We interpret the "as is" clause to be consistent with the express 
warranties relating to the sewer system and well. It makes no 
reference to these express warranties, and it therefore cannot be 
fairly read as disclaiming them. The clause fails because it does 
not state with particularity the items being disclaimed. (863 P.2d 
1359-1360). 
The Olmsted court also rejected the seller's argument that the "as is" clause prevails over 
any conflicting printed clauses. The Washington court stated: 
. . . His argument misses the point. Because the clause is silent 
as to what is being disclaimed, it does not expressly conflict with 
any printed clause. (863 P.2d at 1359). 
The Olmsted case is virtually identical to this case. It involves a form agreement with 
express warranties, and the use of "as-is" language added by the parties. If anything, the facts 
in the case at bar are even more compelling than Olmsted because in this case the parties also 
added language confirming that there were no exceptions to the express warranties. (Paragraph 
6 of EMS A). 
In addition to the reasoning in Olmsted, other courts have refused to apply "as is" clauses 
in Earnest Money Agreements to latent defects not discoverable by the buyer. Wagner v. 
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Cutler, 757 P.2d 779 (fbnt. 1988). For purposes of this appeal, because of the allegations in 
the Complaint, it must be assumed that the defects were latent. This rationale is even more 
appropriate where the "as is" language appears in the inspection clause of the EMSA, as it does 
here. One obvious reason for the express warranties in the EMSA is to protect the buyer from 
latent defects, and to protect the seller from having his property torn open as part of the 
inspection process. These express warranties about the plumbing and heating are so crucial to 
the transaction that special language has been added to the EMSA to assure that they survive the 
closing. (Para. O., EMSA). 
C. The added Mas is" clause does not preempt the express warranties. Inherent 
in the seller's argument before the District Court is the proposition that, somehow, the "as is" 
clause, because it was added to the printed form, supersedes all of the express warranties 
contained in the agreement. This argument ignores two critical facts: 1) the language appears 
in the inspection clause, which has nothing to do with express warranties, and 2) language was 
added to other portions of the agreement confirming the express warranties. 
The seller's argument that the "as is" language added to Paragraph I.e. overrides the 
express warranties is undermined by the language in the very paragraph in which it appears. 
The paragraph states: 
(e) Buyer Inspection. Buyer has made a visual inspection of the 
property and subject to Section 1(c) and 6 below, accepts it, in its 
present physical condition, except: None. Buyer accepts property 
it _ _ ; „ n 
as-is . 
(Italicized language typed on the form, emphasis added). 
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The use of "as is" is made expressly subject to the language in Paragraph 6 which states that 
there are no exceptions to the express warranties. 
The defendant's broad interpretation of the "as isn clause is also undermined by other 
language added to the EMS A which states that no express warranties are being excluded. 
Paragraph 6 of the EMS A states: 
6. SELLERS WARRANTIES. 
Exceptions to the above and Section C shall be limited to the 
following: None. 
(Section C contains the express warranty regarding the plumbing and heating 
systems. Italicized language was typed onto the form, emphasis added). 
With this added language, the buyer and seller expressly agreed that there would be no 
exceptions to the express warranties at issue. This added language is directly contrary to the 
interpretation the seller seeks to place on the "as is" language in Paragraph I.e. of the EMS A. 
Thus, not only does the "as is" language fail to address the express warranties, or to 
identify any warranty being excluded, but the seller's argument begs this Court to ignore other 
language added by the parties to Paragraph 6 of the EMS A. 
Ziter argued before the trial court that because the "as is" language was added to the 
printed form, that it took precedence over all of the pre-printed language in the form. Implicit 
in this argument, however, is the requirement that the added language contradict the pre-printed 
language. Copper State Leasing Co. v. Blacker Appliance & Furniture, 770 P.2d 88 (Utah 
1988) (where the added language was directly contrary to the printed language). In this case, 
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however, as discussed above, the added language does not contradict or even address the express 
warranties contained within the agreement. Olmsted, supra. There is no inconsistency between 
the pre-printed terms and the added terms. As discussed above, the terms added to Paragraph 
6 of the EMSA confirmed the survival of the express warranties for the heating and plumbing 
systems. 
Because there is no inconsistency between the pre-printed terms and the added language, 
the rule of construction advanced in Copper State Leasing, supra, does not apply. Olmsted, 
supra. 
Another rule of construction relied on by Ziter is that an agreement be harmonized to 
attempt to give meaning to all of its parts. Manka/Grossgold do not disagree with the rule, but 
submit that Ziter's attempt to apply the rule ignores the rule. Ziter argues that the rule should 
be applied to find that the "as is" language in the inspection clause (l.(e)) eliminates the express 
warranties. But this argument by the seller undermines the rule. Seller's argument begs this 
Court to ignore the following parts of this agreement: 
1. Paragraph 6, which contains added language stating there 
are no exceptions to the express warranties. 
2. Provision C, which contains the express warranties. 
3. The language in Paragraph I.e. which states that the language of that 
Paragraph is "subject to" Paragraph 6. 
4. The language of Paragraph 0 which states that the express warranties 
survive closing. 
The added language in Paragraph I.e. is best harmonized by: 
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1. Limiting its application to implied warranties; 
2. Limiting it to the buyer's physical inspection of the property, and those 
matters which are observable in such an inspection. Pipes in walls and 
under floors are not observable without tearing up the building, thus the 
need for the express warranties. 
D. At a minimum, the agreement is ambiguous. It is the plaintiffs' position, first 
and foremost, that the "as is" clause does not exclude the express warranties for the reasons 
outlined and discussed above. 
If, however, this court should determine that the "as is" language applies to the express 
warranties, then an ambiguity exists in the EMS A arising out of the language added to Paragraph 
I.e. and Paragraph 6 of the EMSA. The ambiguity is this: (i) Paragraph 6 of the EMSA states 
that there are no exceptions to the express warranties; (ii) Paragraph I.e. of the agreement states 
that the sale is "as is". 
The ambiguity is created by language added to each paragraph of the form. Where a 
contract can have two possible meanings, it is ambiguous and extrinsic evidence of the parties' 
intent must be received and considered. C.J. Realty v. Willey, 758 P.2d 923 (Ut. App. 1988). 
In such a case where evidence must be received, the granting of a Motion to Dismiss would be 
inappropriate. In ruling on a Motion to Dismiss for failure to state a claim, which the trial court 
did in this case, the court must construe the Complaint in the light most favorable to the plaintiff 
and indulge all reasonable inferences in his favor. Mountier v. Power & Light Co., 823 P.2d 
1055 (Utah 1991). The Affidavit of Bruce Manka (R.76) sets forth Manka's understanding that 
the added language in the EMSA did not affect the express warranties. Manka's Affidavit also 
47-
reflects that Ziter never indicated to him that Ziter believed the added language eliminated the 
express warranties. If Ziter had some belief or expectation that he was eliminating the express 
warranties, he was obligated to make that desire known to Manka. Unexpressed intentions are 
not enforceable. Zions First Nat, v. B. Jensen Interiors, 78! P.2d 478, 480 (Utah A. 1989). 
In the alternative, at a minimum, the agreement is ambiguous. 
CONCLUSION 
For the foregoing reasons, the Order of the District Court dismissing the Complaint 
should be set aside in its entirety, this Court should determine as a matter of law that the express 
warranties were not excluded, and the matter should be remanded to the District Court for trial 
on the issue of plaintiffs' damages. 
DATED this tf_ day of March, 1995. 
f^M 
Keith W. Meade 
COHNE, RAPPAPORT & SEGAL 
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
mailed, postage fully prepaid, on the 7 day of March, 1995, to the following: 
Ira B. Rubinfeld, Esq. 
Steven W. Call, Esq-. 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
79 South Main Street, Suite 500 
P.O. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145 
ph^^ 
(Ij/manka.brf) 
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ADDENDUM 
COURT'S MINUTE ENTRY 
JUDGMENT 
EARNEST MONEY SALES AGREEMENT ("EMSA") 
-20-
COURT'S MINUTE ENTRY 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Melvin Grossgold, : MINUTE ENTRY 
Plaintiff, : 
: Civil Nor 930907514 CN 
vs. : 
: JUDGE FRANK G. NOEL 
James C. Ziter, : 
Defendant. : 
The court has reviewed defendant's Motion to Dismiss together with the memos filed in 
connection therewith, heard oral argument on the 8th day of August, 1994 and having taken the 
matter under advisement now rules as follows: 
The court grants defendant's motion for the reason that the language contained in the 
contract, "Buyer accepts property "as-is"", is clear and unambiguous. This provision is typed 
into the contract and supersedes the other printed provisions of this pre-printed form, particularly 
those general provisions which are pre-printed in fine print on the reverse side of one of the 
pages of the contract. The language the parties used "buyer accepts property as is" has been 
given legal significance by the courts of Utah and in the opinion of the court is clear and 
unambiguous and accordingly grants defendant's motion. 
o o o I 4 o 
GROSSGOLD V. ZITER PAGE TWO MINUTE ENTRY 
As to the second ground for defendant's motion the court is of the opinion that defendant 
Ziter does not have standing to assert the Statute of Frauds with regard to the oral assignment 
of the earnest money contract from Manka to Grossgold. 
Counsel for defendant is to prepare an order consistent with this ruling. 
Dated this ^ day of August, 1994. 
Frank G. Noel 
District Court Judge 
0 0 0 \ A \ 
GROSSGOLD V. ZITER PAGE THREE MINUTE ENTRY 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the foregoing Minute Entry, 
postage prepaid, to the following on this ^ day of August, 1994. 
Keith W. Meade 
COHNE, RAPPAPORT & SEGAL 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
P. O. Box 11008 
Salt Lake City, UT 84147-0008 
Steven W. Call 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
Attorney for Defendant 
79 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0385 
0 0 0 
JUDGMENT 
IRA B. RUBINFELD (A4244) 
STEVEN W. CALL (A5260) 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
79 South Main Street 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
Telephone: (801) 532-1500 
Attorneys for Defendant 
James C. Ziter 
l . 
t\ 
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IN THE THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
MELVIN GROSSGOLD and 
BRUCE MANKA, 
Plaintiffs, 
v. 
JAMES C. ZITER, 
Defendant. 
ORDER DISMISSING 
CASE AND AWARDING 
REASONABLE ATTORNEYS' 
FEES AND COSTS 
Civil No. 930907514CN 
Judge Frank G. Noel 
On August 8, 1994, a hearing was held before the above Court on the motion of 
defendant James C. Ziter to dismiss the Amended Complaint filed by plaintiffs Melvin 
Grossgold and Bruce Manka. Steven W. Call and Ira Rubinfeld of Ray, Quinney & Nebeker 
appeared on behalf of defendant James C. Ziter and Jeffrey L. Silvestrini of Cohne, 
Rappaport & Segal appeared on behalf of plaintiffs Melvin Grossgold and Bruce Manka. 
0 0 0 l G h 
The Court having considered the defendant's Motion to Dismiss, the memoranda and 
affidavits filed in support and opposition thereto and having considered defendant's 
subsequent Motion for Additur of Reasonable Attorneys' Fees and Costs and for other cause 
appearing, 
HEREBY ORDERS THAT: 
1. Defendant's Motion to Dismiss is hereby granted on the basis that the language 
contained in the Earnest Money Sales Agreement providing that "Buyer accepts property as-
is" is clear and unambiguous, that the provision was typed into the Agreement and supersedes 
the other printed provisions on the pre-printed Agreement, particularly those general 
provision that are pre-printed in fine print on the reverse side of one of the pages to the 
Agreement. 
2. Defendant's Motion for Additur of Reasonable Attorneys Fees and Costs is 
granted on the grounds that the Agreement between the parties provided for the award of 
attorneys fees. 
3. Plaintiffs shall pay to defendant $ 8,703.50 in attorneys' fees which have 
determined to be reasonable pursuant to Rule 4-501 of the Utah Code of Judicial 
Administration. 
4. Plaintiffs shall pay to defendant the costs of the action in the amount of 
$647.25 in compliance with Rule 54(d) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
-2-
() li d $ r > 
Order Dismissing Case 
and Awarding Reasonable 
Attorneys Fees and Costs 
5. This Order is final as to the matters ruled upon and shall be entered by the Clerk 
of the Court without delay pursuant to Rule 54(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. 
DATED this Nday of October, 1994. ^ _ _ 
BY THE COUR 
JUDGE FRANK G. NOEL 
District Court Judge 
Approved as to form: 
COHNE, RAPPAPORT & SEGAL 
Wi 
Jeffrey L. Silvestrini 
Keith W. Meade 
Attorneys for plaintiffs 
89076/swc 
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EARNEST MONEY SALES 
AGREEMENT ("EMSA") 
Legend Yes (X) No (0) 
This is a legally binding contract. Read the entire document carefully before signing. 
REALTOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
(Sections) 
A INCLUDED ITEMS. Unless excluded herein, this sale shall include all fixtures and any of the following items if presently attached to the property, plumbing, heating, 
ir conditioning and ventilating fixtures and equipment, water heater, built-in appliances, light fixtures and bulbs, bathroom fixtures, curtains and draperies and rods, wm-
ow and door screens, storm doors, window blinds, awnings, installed television antenna, wall-to-wall carpets, water softener, automatic garage door opener and transmit-
»r(s) fencing, trees and shrubs 
B INSPECTION Unless otherwise indicated. Buyer agrees that Buyer is purchasing said property upon Buyer's own examination and judgment and not by reason 
any representation made to Buyer by Seller or the Listing or Selling Brokerage as to its condition, size, location, present value future value, income herefrom or as 
> us production Buyer accepts the property in "as is" condition subject to Seller's warranties as outlined in Section 6 In the event Buyer desires any additional inspection, 
aid inspection shall be allowed by Seller but arranged for and paid by Buyer 
Z SELLER WARRANTIES. Seller warrants that (a) Seller has received no claim nor notice of any building or zoning violation concerning the property which has not 
will not be remedied prior to closing, (b) all obligations against the property including taxes, assessments, mortgages, liens or other encumbrances of any nature shall 
3 brought current on or before closing, and (c) the plumbing, heating, air conditioning and ventilating systems, electrical system, and appliances shall be sound or in 
itisfactory working condition at closing 
D CONDITION OF WELL. Seller warrants that any private well serving the property has, to the best of Seller's knowledge, provided an adequate supply of water and 
>ntinued use of the well or wells is authorized by a state permit or other legal water right 
E CONDITION OF SEPTIC TANK. Seller warrants that any septic tank serving the property is. to the best of Seller's knowledge, in good working order and Seller 
is no knowledge of any needed repairs and it meets all applicable government health and construction standards. 
F ACCELERATION CLAUSE. Not less than five (5) days prior to closing, Seller shall provide to Buyer written verification as to whether or not any notes, mortgages, 
«ds of trust or real estate contracts against the property require the consent of the holder of such instrument(s) to the sale of the property or permit the holder to raise 
a interest rate and/or declare the entire balance due in the event of sale. If any such document so provides and holder does not waive the same or unconditionally 
prove the sale, Buyer shall have the option to declare this Agreement null and void by giving written notice to Seller or Seller's agent prior to closing In such case, 
earnest money received under this Agreement shall be returned to Buyer It is understood and agreed that if provisions for said "Due on Sale" clause are set forth 
Section 7 herein, alternatives allowed herein shall become null and void 
3 TITLE INSPECTION. Not less than five (5) days prior to closing, Seller shall provide to Buyer either an abstract of title brought current with an attorney's opinion 
a preliminary title report on the subject property. Prior to closing, Buyer shall give written notice to Seller or Seller's agent, specifying reasonable objections to title 
ereafter. Seller shall be required, through escrow at closing, to cure the defect(s) to which Buyer has objected. If said defect(s) is not curable through an escrow agree-
nt at closing, this Agreement shall be null and void at the option of the Buyer, and all monies received herewith shall be returned to the respective parties 
^ TITLE INSURANCE. If title insurance is elected, Seller authorizes the Listing Brokerage to order a preliminary commitment for a policy of title insurance to be issued 
such title insurance company as Seller shall designate Title policy to be issued shall contain no exceptions other than those provided for in said standard form, and 
encumbrances or defects excepted under the final contract of sale. If title cannot be made so insurable through an escrow agreement at closing, the earnest money 
ill. unless Buyer elects to waive such defects or encumbrances, be refunded to Buyer, and this Agreement shall thereupon be terminated. Seller agrees to pay any 
icellation charge. 
EXISTING TENANT LEASES. If Buyer is to take title subject to an existing lease or leases, Seller agrees to provide to Buyer not less than five (5) days prior to closing 
opy of all existing leases (and any amendments thereto) affecting the property. Unless reasonable written objection is given by Buyer to Seller or Seller's agent prior 
:losing, Buyer shall take title subject to such leases. If the ob)ection(s) is not remedied at or prior to dosing, this Agreement shall be null and void 
. CHANGES DURING TRANSACTION. During the pendency of this Agreement, Seller agrees that no changes in any existing leases shall be made, nor new leases 
ared into, nor shall any substantial alterations or improvements be made or undertaken without the written consent of the Buyer. 
5E ONE OF A FOUR PA/iC * 0 * * « 
legend Y#j^X) MV) EAHN1ST WUNET RECEIPT 
DATE: June 2, 1992 
th«undtrKgn^ Buyer BRUCE MANKA a 1 icensed agent Acting on Own account 
T 1 T T T a* EARNEST MONEY. tna amount * SIX THOUSAND AND NO/100 
in CM**rv 6< ft check, to ba deposited upon mutual agnffinaflti 
*tuch *ltaii h* /t*<wttit*<4 in iLCoord-flnce with annlicnW* Stat* LAW 
* * * * *~~£ * * ' * * w 
*t fi afttJt ba dat*o*tt*d m «£cor «n 4 it  ppii ub^t t t* aw 
COWERCE PROPERTIES 355-5100 
Phorw Number 
Recaivad by. 
OFFER TO PURCHASE 
. hereby d*pofiitc w*fn Brokar 
TTpHPauT 
1. PROPERTY 0£$CM*TJON The bbove «lale<S £AHN«!ST MONEY lc gjvan to *wm «nd tody on tha purchase oi tfo property attuated ax 234 £a$t 
100 $guth mtutc*yof - . •Sal t La*e cou^<* Salt Lake
 t U] 
•ubjac* to 4ry rwtrictrve covenants, zoning regulations, utility or other easemanta or rights of way, govemmartt patanfo or «t*re daads of mcord approved by Buy* 
accordanca with faction G. £ald prepay »» o*n*d by £ e ? t t e r a a I ICf l f lSQQ & g f t n t H s wi ian, and i« more panrculariy dtwcrli 
Isqfli U> f9Uaai 
CHECK APPLICABLE BOXES; 
G UNaWROVtD R IAL PROPERTY D Vacant Lot 
03 IKPPIOVMO REAL PROPIHTY Q Command*! 
D Vacant Acreage Q Othor 
( 3 RaaldanttaJ D Condo D CXhar 
(a) Included ftacna. Unlasa excluded below, tfcia saJe shaJl include all fbrtura* and any nf tha Jmm* Rhnwn In S art TO A rf pr©**ntly att*ch*d to th« propc 
The following p*c*ort«i prop«rfy ahaJI aJao b* Indudad Hn tht* tat* and coctvayad undar *tpa/m'.# 8111 ot Bala wnn w*frtAttt* a* to till* 
ATI personal Property Owned by Sel ler current ly on premises, 
(b) ExckJdad (lama. The tallowing items a/a speaficaffy exttuded from thSa *aJa:^ J&n& 
fe) CONNECTION*. OTIUTC8 AND O T M R RtOHTB. 9#<4r r«pr*wanta trial trta pmparty iodud** th# Mowing -.mpioYfrnanta in lh« p^rchasa pi 
(3 public ao^r CX 
tQ wptiu tank • D oortnadad 
[Q otnar aankary tyriam 
13 public walar B connactad 
C3 private watar D connected 
IM well U connected 
S irrigaboh waUi' i Moondafy tyitaiYi 
# o< « h i r « ;__CofTWiy_ 
H TV «nt©nrm CD m*$u* aH*^n* D prav^n^d 
(2* n^iurgj ga$ £3 odnn«ck>d 
aiaclrtciry connactad 
Ing/aaa 1 as^^w^y pr»^ »W au««nfi«rn 
dedfcctit«d <o«d £) IHIV«J 
curu arxJ gutter 
etfw rtflrwa 
T (d) Survay. A oartrfiad turvay G shall b* lurnlshad at tho expanse o1 pnor tq cJcwX), JE *hall nqi be turner (a) Buyttr (nap**<rtlOrt. Buy^r h*c fPJda a vl«uaJ Inspectkxi of tha propercv and <uW*ct lo Sacton 1 (c) aoov« and $ b^iow, aocap^i it In rU pre9«f(t phye 
None, Buyer acceut? urouerty 4la5-U^< 
2. PURCMAitf PRIC* AND nNANCJNO, Tna total yuruha*« priaa for tha- proparty k F I V E HUNDRED F I V E THOUSAND AND H O / 1 0 0 ^ * 
Ddlar* (S ? 0 9 tOQQ-.OQ- __) whwh chaH ba p«id MM folic 
^JD^. 
whJc* rtpra*ant3 tha a/Qredescribad EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT: 
rtprtunting ft* appronlrtit^  b«J«*c« P< CASH DOWN PAYMENT a< doling 
reproa^nting tna apprtwlmata baljincra of an axitttng morlgage, truatdaad no<a, naal aa*<rta tzxHfitt or othar ^ ncumbnanea to ba aaaumad by fcu 
whltih ohllfliflon b u m irrWr<a^ t «t <H 0*e aiVooM IMHK a^wfUy OAymania of 4 ._. _. , , 
which Indudu: Q prirwdpAi; D aMara&t; * • tjotas:' D tiauranca; ; • D'condo foea; D otn*r ___• 
rapraa^Ating tha Jpprojrimii* baianca of «n additional sxMing modfiaga, iruat <$9*d n&ta, raaJ aata<a c6ci<r*a 6r othar ancum6ranca« to 
jAcumod by Buyar, which obligation baar« ^itatw^t mi ¥» par inruim wfth monthly paymanta of I . 
wnich inc;uaa: D principal; D mt«r*at; D taxaa; D Inturanca: D condo faaa; D ochar 
$ 4 f i f ) t H D f L DQ t^raaaf^tftg bal»neaf H any, tnoiudtng ptoowdm from a naw mortg*Qa loan, or aaflar finar*ii\9, to t>* p^id aa to****- o 6 1 1 e r t O 
r^ r ry AH Inclusive Trust Deed and Note j t 1 0 ^ , 25 year amort izat ion, monthly P 
.<«43.24. Buver acirees to accept payments of 53500700 for the f i r s t 24 months. 
3 4 „ mmtr Anv negative accrual shall Increase principal balance. 
I 5Q5>00Q.0Q| TOTAL PURCHAS6 r^ RlCE 
H Buyar u r^ju^rtd to 4 ^ ^ « an und«rry<ng obligation (in which c**a 5«ctton P ai^ aH abo a^piy) andAw obtain outakt* Haanctag, Buyw agf«aa tu ua« bwrt t»(l 
to i i iuma ArvL/or proeura own* and ttua cffa< id mad* tutojoct to fkjyar quaJhyng for ami lendm9 mt»UAon grantng said *«44inip<wn ano/or dnanoing, 6jyar aar 
to maka opp4ic«iioi> wNNn _ Q / J day9 nrter Satter'a axsoaptanoai of thia Agfaamant to aaauma tho undadybg ooilgattan and/or obtain tha naw financing 
aAin1af«5tratarKAtnexca«d__JlZj3 ^>. If aiiy^rdoaaraQt qualify for thai aaaumpton anc^ Of BnandtKi wtthhi ^ ^ a da^aWarSafla/'aaccapta 
trf tnte Agraamant, tno Agr^afnant an«« bo vo«daft<a n th^ option o* tha Sallar upon written note** Sattor agraaa to pay up to ^ q modgag* loan dtacc 
panto, not to wc—d t, QL3 In addition, s^lor agrees to pay 9 _ _ to ba uaad for Buyor's other loan cost3. 
P»g# two otf a four pag« 'flnn Btliar'*<i inftlaia (, J^Kffi D ^ 4 -jfc3t3*T~ l»iyar'i I n l t t a l a ^ f S r ) OaW. 
i w*rv«iw «J» .MTHVI i 
lo aocumfcrancaa and axoafrtions ogxad her 
ivftft an attorney'* opinion (Sa* S#c<k3fl N). 
' oyr rav* mrroan gpg<j and ruuKatEbla tffl* to the property. *uh>j 
*Vlda«C9d by CiU Current policy of tula (rt$ur*rtea In th wot orf purcha** prica D an ifa*tn*2 <w ttci* Ofouyht wa i 
1 WSP€CT1Q* 0 * TJTUg, Jn attocdanoa W*h SactkM 0. 8*iyar «A«il hav* tha awjortunjCv to ty$*d foa AM to tht •uojooi pajwrty prior to 6a*na. 8uvac 3h«di uka t 
fciD^ct to any quiring /aatrtctt* cow Mftto, Indudlrtg fcindominJum mirlcilona (CC A * ' • ) . Buyar U has Crfcaj not r*v»«ad «iy oondcovfiLm CC A * • peter to»otawng thU A ^ M 
5, VESTING OF TITLC, Tltft ah^l v«at In Buyer la to**** t Q b e d i r e c t e d b y B u V ^ T ,
 m 
6. SCLUmi W A R R A H T T I I . In addition td wanantiat contained In Soetion C, thafortowlnc, * • * * * * ***> worromtd: N O ^ E * 
Eitcapttofll td trie afcov* and Section C ahalf ba Bmftad to tha Mowing:. f o n ^ 
/ , * f E O A L CON^OEHATIOte AHO COtftlNGCHClCr TWi oflaf U m a ^ aufciact to tha k f o « « g ^ M condtar* and/or oontlnoanc*** which must fa« aatlefl 
prior to l os ing : . Upon deposit ing an addit ional 53000.00 non-refundable earnest money" Buyer shall be 
able tQ extend r ins ing An addit ional 30 days, Buyer to take over responvThil lty fo r "back taxe 
in an amnunt. not to exceed $6.000.00. Sel ler agrees to pay a 3% sales contnisslon to Comment 
Properties at time of r i o t i n g . I f rlosincj takes Place any time af ter 6/30/92, purchase Price 
a. d O G f f t a OF 1AUL Thit Agreement m*A be doaad on or balon 4 [1% , 1Q 5ti£ 1 a raaaooa&Aa location to fc* d44i0h<rt*j t 
Saflor, lubjact to SaclJon O. Upon demand. Buyar ahaH d«po^<t with tha eaorow dottng ofTTtm «Jt doeuim*nr* nacaata/y to cofflpJ«i» tfe* pti/ohaaa in acocxdarwa yd 
thla Agrtamant. Proration* *ot forth In SactlOO ft ahaif ba made as of CI dots o< poaaaaaig* E3 date of dosing D othar . . _ 
9. P O i l l E S l O N . fi^UC th*A d#I!v^ p04«<M^^n to Buy^ on f i n d i n g Urd+u oxknckd by wrttoin *gf*4m^n< of pfc/ttw. 
10, AOWCCY 0WCLO8URK. Aitha *tan{ftfl of this A^rHment th* lifting cat nt K i p P A n l • r^^umix ( ^ $^^r ( ) B^ 
tnd 1h« jollln^ *9»** N i P r d m r*prmmcte ( ) fi«lf«r ( ) Auy^r. 8uytf ftftd fellar oonikm that prk>r to signing v\m Agrwm.i 
writian dl^cioftuf• of tht tfltncy relattantWpU) * * « ptMoted to him/hw. fl u f r v ^ ) Buyor'a mitfaiiV ) k7j5) SaUar4* Initial©. 
11. QtW€RAL *«H>VISJON$. UNLESS OTHCHWlSe WOlCATeD ABOVE/THeaeNSHAL PROVldlON SCCTtOfl* O^ TMC HCVtRSE 8^06 Hem-OF HAVH 0€H 
ACC^TCO ey rne auYea AND 6eLLeR AND ARE INCORPORATES INIO THIS AaRCEMEKT 9Y RtfERgNCt 
12 At^«tfi«^NT TD frU«CHA$C ^*<p TtMC LIMIT fOR ACCCFTAMC*. Ck/ywr off«f« to purchaaa *H property eK» th« ^bo^» tarp* and aondMona. S«iH»r th£ 
hAV* until T - < ^ (A^/PMI ^ f "5 , 1$ 1 X ^ f to CK^apt tftte afl^r. Un*a« accepxtd, to o(fm 9haJI Up4t and tha Agant ahjiU remirn tfia £Af\NES 
MONEY \e> tha ©<jyar. 
H (Ad<^aa«) (Fhom) ^SSN^AX 1C 
(Buya^a S^gwaturt) (Daia) (Addraaa) (FHorn) (33N;TAX IC 
J2#CCEPTANCE OF OFFBR TO PURCHASE: Satior heraby ACCEPTS ttvi fonrgoing <tf*f on tha torma $nd condKlona apactfHKJ lixrva. 
D ftEJiCno W. 9a4i»r hereoy REJECTS tha fo*goin$ otfar (Wlw'a in»iaj») 
• COUNTER OPfH* . SaJWr Kor^5y ACCEPT8 th# foragfliftg oHnr SUBJeCT TD tha axoapitocw or rrwdWcaUona a5 9p#ctfWd bakm or In tfw> attachod Addandum, an 
pra««nta Mid COUNTER OFFER for Ru^i^ft AccaatAnaa ftuv«^ ih^l h^v« ami (AMPtiA _ _ . . . .,19 to acc«p< rh* tarrn 
^pvc^rwd bafow. 
^^^P^-do^n payment, to h*> i n r i r M ^ d $ ^ , 0 0 0 . 0 0 . Tn rnnsidpr3±inr. o f f:hf> redtired down payment. 
Buyer agrees to i n s t a l l new boi ler by 9/15/92. ' _ 
(Pan) (Tim a) (Addraaa) (Ph«H) ($$N/TAX 10 
(Da*) (Tiffla) (Addrtna) 
CHECK O N £ 
• ACClPTAJMCt OP COUNTTER OPFHR. 0uyar hafaby ACCEPTS tha COUNTQ1 OFFER 
• REJPCTIOM. Buy*f ha/«by OEJECT^ tha COUMTETI 0 * « * . (Buy^r'a InltHiM) 
D COUNTER Of R L R . Buya< hataoy ACCIFT8 tha COUNTER OPP1R with irodHictiona on aitachad Adoaodum. 
(Phona) <S$N/TAX ID 
(Buyaf'i Slgnatura) (tJ#a) (Him) (tuy*^* Sgnatum) <Oata) (Tlm») 
0OCUM£NT RCCGPT 
0taid L ^ raq^faa B r o ^ ta Kimlal\ Biiyi^ M d ^ ^ 
A. S-Kaclcno¥4^a r%ca«o4 Of a flhai copy d tha tom^o^ Aorawnant baaraig aJ i 
C#»UYW| 
iwr 
Q. O 1 paraooa^y coutivd a &naJ ofipy oi tha foragofng Agiwnafrf b a a ^ afl aignatuna to ba rnaiif^ o n . 
CarUtod Mai and ratorti racaipt «t«xah*d harato to tha D 6*»W DGaya^- Sat* fry 
^09* thro* o4 a iour paga form 
o»*r 
.19 . • »j 
K AUTHORITY OF SIGNATORS. If Buyer or I is a corporation, partnership, trust, estate, or other entu t person executing this Agreement on its behalf warrants 
s or her authority to do so and to bind Buyer u oeller 
L COMPLETE AGREEMENT — NO ORAL AGREEMENTS. This instrument constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes and cancels any 
id all prior negotiations representations warranties, understandings or agreements between the parties There are no oral agreements which modify or affect this agree-
ent This Agreement cannot be changed except by mutual written agreement of the parties. 
M COUNTER OFFERS. Any counter offer made by Seller or Buyer shall be in writing and, if attached hereto, shall incorporate all the provisions of this Agreement 
Dt expressly modified or excluded therein 
N DEFAULT/INTERPLEADER AND ATTORNEY'S FEES. In the event of default by Buyer. Seller may elect to either retain the earnest money as liquidated damages 
to institute suit to enforce any rights of Seller. In the event of default by Seller, or if this sale fails to close because of the noosatisfaction of any express condition 
contingency to which the sale is subject pursuant to this Agreement (other than by virtue of any default by Buyer), the earnest money deposit shall be returned to 
uyer Both parties agree that should either party default in any of the covenants or agreements herein contained, the defaulting party shall pay all costs and expenses, 
eluding a reasonable attorney s fee. which may arise or accrue from enforcing or terminating this Agreement or in pursuing any remedy provided hereunder or by ap-
icable law. whether such remedy is pursued by filing suit or otherwise. In the event the principal broker holding the earnest money deposit is required to file an in-
rpleader action in court to resolve a dispute over the earnest money deposit referred to herein, the Buyer and Seller authorize the principal broker to draw from the 
irnest money deposit an amount necessary to advance the costs of bringing the interpleader action. The amount of deposit remaining after advancing those costs shall 
? interpleaded into court in accordance with state law. The Buyer and Seller further agree that the defaulting party shall pay the court costs and reasonable attorney's 
es incurred by the principal broker in bringing such action. 
O ABROGATION. Except for express warranties made in this Agreement, execution and delivery of final closing documents shall abrogate this Agreement 
P RISK OF LOSS. All risk of loss or damage to the property shall be borne by the Seller until closing In the event there is loss or damage to the property between 
e date hereof and the date of closing, by reason of fire, vandalism, flood, earthquake, or acts of God, and the cost to repair such damage shall exceed ten percent 
0%) of the purchase price of the property, Buyer may at his option either proceed with this transaction if Seller agrees in writing to repair or replace damaged property 
lor to closing or declare this Agreement null and void. If damage to property is less than ten percent (10%) of the purchase price and Seller agrees in writing to repair 
replace and does actually repair and replace damaged property prior to closing, this transaction shall proceeckas agreed. 
Q TIME IS OF ESSENCE—UNAVOIDABLE DELAY. In the event that this sale cannot be closed by the date provided herein due to interruption of transport, strikes, 
e. flood, extreme weather, governmental regulations, delays caused by lender, acts of God. or similar occurrences beyond the control of Buyer or Seller, then the closing 
ite shall be extended seven (7) days beyond cessation of such condition, but in no event more than fifteen (15) days beyond the closing date provided herein Thereafter, 
le is of the essence This provision relates only to the extension of closing dates. "Closing" shall mean the date on which all necessary instruments are signed and 
hvered by all parties to the transaction 
R CLOSING COSTS. Seller and Buyer shall each pay one-half (Vi) of the escrow closing fee, unless otherwise required by the lending institution. Costs of providing 
e insurance or an abstract brought current shall be paid by Seller. Taxes and assessments for the current year, insurance, if acceptable to the Buyer, rents, and interest 
assumed obligations shall be prorated as set forth in Section 8. Unearned deposits on tenancies and remaining mortgage or other reserves shall be assigned to Buyer 
closing 
S REAL PROPERTY CONVEYANCING. If this agreement is for conveyance of fee title, title shall be conveyed by warranty deed free of defects other than those ex-
pted herein If this Agreement is for sale or transfer of a Seller's interest under an existing real estate contract. Seller may transfer by either (a) special warranty deed, 
ntaining Seller's assignment of said contract in form sufficient to convey after acquired title or (b) by a new real estate contract incorporating the said existing real 
tate contract therein 
T NOTICE. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, any notice expressly required by it must be given no later than two days after the occurrence or non-occurrence 
the event with respect to which notice is required If any such timely required notice is not given, the contingency with respect to which the notice was to be given 
automatically terminated and this Agreement is in full force and effect. If a person other than the Buyer or the Seller is designated to receive notice on behalf of the 
lyer or the Seller, notice to the person so designated shall be considered notice to the party designating that person for receipt of notice 
U BROKERAGE. For purposes of this Agreement, any references to the term, "Brokerage" shall mean the respective listing or selling real estate office 
\/ DAYS. For the purposes of this Agreement, any references to the term, "days" shall mean business or working days exclusive of legal holidays 
iGE FOUR OF A FOUR PAGE FORM. 
HIS FORM HAS BEEN APPROVED BY THE UTAH REAL ESTATE COMMISSION ANO THE OFFICE OF THE UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL — JULY 1, 1987 
Legend Yes (X) No (0) 
This is a legally binding contract. Read the entire document carefully before signing 
R'EALTOR 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
(Sections) 
A INCLUDED ITEMS Unless excluded herein, this sale shall include all fixtures and any of the following items if presently attached to the property, plumbing, heating, 
ir-conditionmg and ventilating fixtures and equipment, water heater, built-in appliances, light fixtures and bulbs, bathroom fixtures, curtains and draperies and rods, win-
ow and door screens, storm doors, window blinds, awnings, installed television antenna, wall-to-wall carpets, water softener, automatic garage door opener and transmit-
3r(s) fencing, trees and shrubs 
B INSPECTION Unless otherwise indicated, Buyer agrees that Buyer is purchasing said property upon Buyer's own examination and judgment and not by reason 
f any representation made to Buyer by Seller or the Listing or Selling Brokerage as to its condition, size, location, present value, future value, income herefrom or as 
> its production Buyer accepts the property in "as is" condition subject to Seller's warranties as outlined in Section 6 In the event Buyer desires any additional inspection, 
aid inspection shall be allowed by Seller but arranged for and paid by Buyer 
C SELLER WARRANTIES Seller warrants that (a) Seller has received no claim nor notice of any building or zoning violation concerning the property which has not 
r will not be remedied prior to closing (b) all obligations against the property including taxes, assessments, mortgages, liens or other encumbrances of any nature shall 
e brought current on or before closing, and (c) the plumbing, heating, air conditioning and ventilating systems, electrical system, and appliances shall be sound or in 
atisfactory working condition at closing 
D CONDITION OF WELL Seller warrants that any private well serving the property has, to the best of Seller's knowledge, provided an adequate supply of water and 
ontinued use of the well or wells is authorized by a state permit or other legal water right 
E CONDITION OF SEPTIC TANK Seller warrants that any septic tank serving the property is, to the best of Seller's knowledge in good working order and Seller 
as no knowledge of any needed repairs and it meets all applicable government health and construction standards 
F ACCELERATION CLAUSE. Not less than five (5) days prior to closing, Seller shall provide to Buyer written verification as to whether or not any notes, mortgages, 
eeds of trust or real estate contracts against the property require the consent of the holder of such mstrument(s) to the sale of the property or permit the holder to raise 
le interest rate and/or declare the entire balance due in the event of sale If any such document so provides and holder does not waive the same or unconditionally 
pprove the sale. Buyer shall have the option to declare this Agreement null and void by giving written notice to Seller or Seller's agent prior to closing In such case, 
II earnest money received under this Agreement shall be returned to Buyer It is understood and agreed that if provisions for said "Due on Sale" clause are set forth 
i Section 7 herein, alternatives allowed herein shall become null and void 
G TITLE INSPECTION. Not less than five (5) days prior to closing, Seller shall provide to Buyer either an abstract of title brought current with an attorney's opinion 
' a preliminary title report on the subject property. Prior to closing, Buyer shall give written notice to Seller or Seller's agent, specifying reasonable objections to title 
hereafter, Seller shall be required, through escrow at closing, to cure the defect(s) to which Buyer has objected If said defect(s) is not curable through an escrow agree-
lent at closing, this Agreement shall be null and void at the option of the Buyer, and all monies received herewith shall be returned to the respective parties 
H TITLE INSURANCE. If title insurance is elected, Seller authorizes the Listing Brokerage to order a preliminary commitment for a policy of title insurance to be issued 
j such title insurance company as Seller shall designate Title policy to be issued shall contain no exceptions other than those provided for in said standard form, and 
e encumbrances or defects excepted under'the final contract of sale. If title cannot be made so insurable through an escrow agreement at closing, the earnest money 
lall, unless Buyer elects to waive such defects or encumbrances, b,e refunded to Buyer, and this.Agreement .shall thereupon be terminated. Seller agrees to pay any 
incellation charge 
I EXISTING TENANT LEASES. If Buyer is to take title subject to an existing lease or leases, Seller agrees to provide to Buyer not less than five (5) days prior to closing 
copy of all existing leases (and any amendments thereto) affecting the property Unless reasonable written objection is given by Buyer to Seller or Seller's agent prior 
closing, Buyer shall take title subject to such leases If the objection(s) is not remedied at or prior to closing, this Agreement shall be null and void 
J CHANGES DURING TRANSACTION.^During the,pendency of this Agreement, Seller agrees that no changes in any existing leases shall be made, nor new leases 
itered into, nor shall any substantial alterations or jmprovernents be ma4de or undertaken without the,written consent of the Buyer. 
*GE ONE OF A FOUR PAGE FORM 
. e g e n d . Yes(X) No(O) EARNEST MONEY RECEIPT 
DATE June 2 , 1992 
The undersigned Buyer f i E l u R O S S G O L u __ hereby deposits with Brokerage 
as EARNEST MONEY the amount of S I X THOUSAND A i l D N O / U P - * * * * v * * * > - ^ * * - > * n n l l a r g ( $ 5 , I t ) 1 . 0 0 ) 
n the form of d. C l l S C K ^ to be deposited upon mutual agreement, 
which shall be deposited in accordance with applicable State Law 
:(DMMFRCF P R O P F R T I F S 3 5 5 - 5 1 0 0 Received by . Brokerage Phone Number ••• p a | J - j 
OFFER TO PURCHASE 
1 PROPERTY DESCRIPTION The above stated EARNEST MONEY is given to secure and apply on the purchase of the property situated at 2 3 4 
1QQ South m the city of Sa l t Lake county of i-JSalLLaJte utah, 
subject to any restrictive covenants zoning regulations utility or other easements or rights of way, government patents or state deeds of record approved by Buyer in 
accordance with Section G Said property is owned by 7e i t t e r , a licensed agent as sellers and is more particularly described 
as lega l to f o l l o w . 
CHECK APPLICABLE BOXES 
• UNIMPROVED REAL PROPERTY • Vacant Lot • Vacant Acreage • Other 
( 3 IMPROVED REAL PROPERTY • Commercial _X Residential • Condo • Other 
(a) Included items Unless excluded below, this sale shall include all fixtures and any of the items shown in Section A if presently attached to the property 
The following personal property shall also be included in this sale and conveyed under separatevBill of Sale with warranties as to title . 
All personal property owned by Seller currently on premisa.. 
(b) Excluded items The following items are specifically excluded from this sale N o n e . 
(c) CONNECTIONS, UTILITIES AND OTHER RIGHTS Seller represents that the property includes the following improvements in the purchase price 
Ot public sewer CXconnected _) well • connected • other £ ] electricity i_J connected 
Qj septic tank D connected [Q irrigation water / secondary system _J ingress & egress by private easement 
CD other sanitary system # of shares Company l_> dedicated road _J paved 
a public water CKconnected CD TV antenna O master antenna D prewired G> curb and gutter 
CD private water Q connected _3 natural gas G5 connected Cv other rights 
(d) Survey A certified survey D shall be furnished at the expense of _ _ p n o r to closing G9 shall not be furnished 
(e) Buyer Inspection Buyer has made a visual inspection of the property and subject to Section 1 (c) above and 6 below accepts it in its present physical 
condition except _ None. Buyer accepts property "asQis". 
2 PURCHASE PRICE AND FINANCING The total purchase price for the property is F I V E HUNDRED THOUSAND AND N O / 1 0 0 * * * * * 
• * • • * • • * • • * • • • • • • • • • • • •
 D o , | a r s ( s 5 0 9 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 ) which shall be paid as follows 
$ 
$ 
$ 
6 
39 
,000 
,000 
-0-
00 
00 
which represents the aforedescnbed EARNEST MONEY DEPOSIT 
representing the approximate balance of CASH DOWN PAYMENT at closing 
representing the approximate balance of an existing mortgage trust deed note, real estate contract or other encumbrance to be assumed by buyer 
which obligation bears interest at % per annum with monthly payments of $ 
which include D principal, D interest • taxes • insurance, - D condo fees, D other 
$ - 0 - v representing the approximate balance of an additional existing mortgage, trust deed note, real estate contract or other encumbrances to be 
assumed by Buyer, which obligation bears interest at % per annum with monthly payments of $ 
which include D principal, D interest, D taxes D insurance, D condo fees, D other 
* 460,000.00 representing balance, if any, including proceeds from a new mortgage loan, or seller financing, to be paid as follows Qc I i t:r t u i 
carry All Inclusive Trust Deed and Note at 10ffit 25 year amortization. monthly P/I 
$4343.24, Buyer agrees to accept payments of $3500.00 for the first 24 months, 
$_________ r*hgr Any negative accrual shall increase principal balance. 
$ 505,000.00 TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE 
If Buyer is required to assume an underlying obligation (in which case Section F shall also apply) and/or obtain outside financing, Buyer agrees to use best efforts 
to assume and/or procure same and this offer is made subject to Buyer qualifying for and lending institution granting said assumption and/or financing Buyer agree* 
to make application within _ n/a _ days after Seller's acceptance of this Agreement to assume the underlying obligation and/or obtain the new financing a 
an interest rate not to exceed n / d % If Buyer does not qualify for the assumption and/or financing within fl/d days after Seller's acceptance 
of this Agreement this Agreement shall be voidable at the option of the Seller upon written notice Seller agrees to pay up to fl/ft mortgage loan discoun 
points, not to exceed $ n / a In addition, seller agrees to pay $ n / a to be used for Buyer's other loan costs 
^ \Z~VM6-
Page two of a four page form Seller's Initials (^^") ( ) Date Buyer's Initials ( X ) ( ) Date 
ate contract. I ransier or beuer s ownersnip interest s. >e maae as set lonn in section CD. oener agrees 10 Turn poa ana marKeiaDie mie to tne property, subject 
sncumbrances and exceptions noted herein, evidenced by CXa current policy of title insurance in the amount of purchase price D an abstract of title brought current, 
x Jtn attorney's opinion (See Section H). 
4. INSPECTION OF TITLE. In accordance with Section G, Buyer shall have the opportunity to inspect the title to the subject property prior to closing. Buyer shall take title 
iject to any existing restrictive covenants, including condominium restrictions jCC & R's) Buyer Cf has LKhas not reviewed any condominium CC & R's prior to signing this Agreement. 
5. VESTING OF TITLE. Title shall vest in Buyer as follows: t Q L)Q l U T a C ' C e O DY B l T / e r . 
6. SELLERS WARRANTIES. In addition to warranties contained in Section C, the following items are also warranted: _ None, 
options to the above and Section C shall be limited to the following: N o n e . 
7. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS AND CONTINGENCIES. This offer is made subject to the following special conditions and/or contingencies which must be satisfied 
>r to dosing: Upon deposit ing an addit ional $3,000.00 non-refundable earnest money, Buyer shal l be 
ble to extend closing an additional 30 days. Buyer to take over responsibility for back taxes 
n an amount not to exceed $6,000.00. Sel ler agrees to pay a 3% sales commission to Commerce 
roperties at time of closing. If closing takes place any time after 6/30/92, purchase price ** 
8. CLOSING OF SALE. This Agreement shall be closed on or before 6/30 19 92 , at a reasonable location to be designated by 
er, subject to Section Q. Upon demand, Buyer shall deposit with the escrow closing office all documents necessary to complete the purchase in accordance with 
Agreement. Prorations set forth in Section R shall be made as of CD date of possession (S date of closing D other 
9. POSSESSION. Seller shall deliver possession to Buyer on C I OS1 n g unless extended by written agreement of parties. 
0. AGENCY DISCLOSURE. At the signing of this Agreement the listing agent K l P P a u l represents (X ) Seller ( ) Buyer, 
.the selling agent Kip Paul rep-resents (A) Seller ( ) Buyer. Buyer and Seller confirm that prior to signing this Agreement 
ten disclosure of the agency relationship(s) was provided to him/her. ( \ / ) ( V ^ ^Buyer's initials ( ) (<J2Z)-Seller's initials. 
1. GENERAL PROVISIONS. UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED ABOVE>THE GENERAL PROVISION SECTIONS ON THE REVERSE SIDE HEREOF HAVE BEEN 
^EPTED BY THE BUYER AND SELLER AND ARE INCORPORATED INTO THIS AGREEMENT BY REFERENCE. 
2. AGREEMENT TO PURCHASE AND TIME LIMIT FOR ACCEPTANCE. Buyer offers to purchase the property on the above terms and conditions. Seller shall 
e until 5:QQX^/PM) 6 /3 19. 92 
NEY to the Buyer. 
to accept this offer. Unless accepted, this offer shall lapse and the Agent shall return the EARNEST 
rer^s Signature) 
A i'^JU Lru^/J' 
(Date) (Address) (Phone) (SSN/TAX ID) 
ter's Signature) (Date) (Address) (Phone) (SSN/TAX ID) 
•PK'ONE 
ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER TO PURCHASE: Seller hereby ACCEPTS the foregoing offer on the terms and conditions specified above. 
REJECTION. Seller hereby REJECTS the foregoing offer. (Seller's initials) 
COUNTER OFFER. Seller hereby ACCEPTS the foregoing offer SUBJECT TO the exceptions or modifications as specified below or in the attached Addendum, and 
esents said COUNTER OFFER for Buyer's acceptance. Buyer shall have until (AM/PM) , 19 to accept the terms 
•ecified below. 
eand down payment to be increased $5,000.00. 
lyer agrees to i ns ta l l new boi ler by 9/15/92. 
iferred Exbbbnge by Buyer. 
er's Signature) A ^y? (Date) (Time) 
In consideration of the reduced down payment, 
This Acquisit ion shall be part of a 1031 Tax 
(Address) (Phone) (SSN/TAX ID) 
/ (Date) (Time) (Address) e r V Signature) 
CK ONE: 
ACCEPTANCE OF COUNTER OFFER. Buyer hereby ACCEPTS the COUNTER OFFER 
REJECTION. Buyer hereby REJECTS the COUNTER OFFER. (Buyer's Initials) 
COUNTER OFFER. Buyer hereby ACCEPTS the COUNTER OFFER with modifications on attached Addendum. 
(Phone) (SSN/TAX ID) 
er's Signature) (Date) (Time) (Buyer's Signature) (Date) (time) 
DOCUMENT RECEIPT V 
vinq 
\!\A ) 
ate Law requires Broker to furnish Buyer and Seller with copies of this Agreement bearing all signatures. (One of the follow g alternatives musUhexefore be completed). 
©Tacknowledge receipt of a final copy of the foregoing Agreement bearing all signatures: "*> ^. ^ ,! * \'° \ ^ 
\YLJRE OF SELLER SIGNATURE OF BUYER '^  -: "^
 ( \ ' V^ N \ ' ' 
///jrtT D a < 9 \ / (A. . 7Tf\ 
Date 1/UJ*. " \ A fr £k 
l personally caused a final copy of the foregoing Agreement bearing all signatures to be mailed on_ 
Red Mail and return receipt attached hereto to the • Seller • Buyer. Sent by • • 
1
 three of a four page form 
XT7 
- 1 
\ Date «. 
Date 
,19 - b y 
^C.rk <J 
K. AUTHORITY OF SIGNATORS. If Buyer or beiler is a corporation, partnership, trust, estate, or other entity, the person executing this Agreement on its behalf warrant 
his or her authority to do so and to bind Buyer or Seller. 
L. COMPLETE AGREEMENT — NO ORAL AGREEMENTS. This instrument constitutes the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes and cancels an 
and all prior negotiations, representations, warranties, understandings or agreements between the parties. There are no oral agreements which modify or affect this agree 
ment. This Agreement cannot be changed except by mutual written agreement of the parties. 
M. COUNTER OFFERS. Any counter offer made by Seller or Buyer shall be in writing and, if attached hereto, shall incorporate all the provisions of this Agreemer 
not expressly modified or excluded therein. 
N. DEFAULT/INTERPLEADER AND ATTORNEY'S FEES. In the event of default by Buyer, Seller may elect to either retain the earnest money as liquidated damage 
or to institute suit to enforce any rights of Seller. In the event of default by Seller, or if this sale fails to close because of the nonsatisfaction of any express conditioi 
or contingency to which the sale is subject pursuant to this Agreement (other than by virtue of any default by Buyer), the earnest money deposit shall be returned t 
Buyer. Both parties agree, that should either party default in any,of the covenants or agreements herein contained, the defaulting party shall pay .all costs and expenses 
including a reasonable attorney's fee, which may .arise or accrue from enforcing or terminating this Agreement or in pursuing any remedy provided hereunder or by ap 
plicable law, whether such remedy is pursued by filing suit or otherwise. In the event'the principal broker holding the earnest money deposit is required to file an in 
terpleader action in court to resolve adispute over the earnest money deposit referred to herein, the Buyer and Seller authorize the principal broker to draw from thi 
earnest money deposit an amount necessary to advance the costs of bringing the interpleader action. The amount of deposit remaining after advancing those costs sha 
be interpleaded into court in accordance with state law. The Buyer and Seller further agree that the defaulting party shall pay the court costs and reasonable attorney*: 
fees incurred by the principal broker in bringing such action. 
O. ABROGATION. Except for express warranties made in this Agreement, execution and delivery of final closing documents shall abrogate this Agreement. 
P. RISK OF LOSS. All risk of loss or damage to the property shall be borne by the Seller until closing. In the event there is loss or damage to the property betweei 
the date hereof and the date of closing, by reason of fire, vandalism, flood, earthquake, or acts of God, and the cost to repair such damage shall exceed ten percen 
(10%) of the purchase price of the property, Buyer may at his option either proceed with this transaction if Seller agrees in writing to repair or replace damaged propert] 
prior to closing or declare this Agreement null and void. If damage to property is less than ten percent (10%) of t^e purchase price and Seller agrees in writing to repai 
or replace and does actually repair and replace damaged property prior to closing, this transaction shall proceed as agreed. 
Q. TIME IS OF ESSENCE—UNAVOIDABLE DELAY. In the event that this sale cannot be closed by the date provided herein due to interruption of transport, strikes 
fire, flood, extreme weather, governmental regulations, delays caused by lender, acts of God, or similar occurrences beyond the control of Buyer or Seller, then the closinc 
date shall be extended seven (7) days beyond cessation of such condition, but in no event more than fifteen (15) days beyond the closing date provided herein. Thereafter 
time is of the essence. This provision relates only to the extension of closing dates. "Closing" shall mean the date on which all necessary instruments are signed ant 
delivered by all parties to the transaction. 
R. CLOSING COSTS. Seller and Buyer shall each pay one-half (V2) of the escrow closing fee, unless otherwise required by the lending institution. Costs of providing 
title insurance or an abstract brought current shall be paid by Seller. Taxes and assessments for the current year, insurance, if acceptable to the Buyer, rents, and interes 
on assumed obligations shall be prorated as set forth in Section 8. Unearned deposits on tenancies and remaining mortgage or other reserves shall be assigned to Buye 
at closing. 
S. REAL PROPERTY CONVEYANCING. If this agreement is for conveyance of fee title, title shall be conveyed by warranty deed free of defects other than those ex 
cepted herein. If this Agreement is for sale or transfer of a Seller's interest under an existing real estate contract, Seller may transfer by either (a) special warranty deed 
containing Seller's assignment of said contract in form sufficient to convey after acquired title or (b) by a new real estate contract incorporating the said existing rea 
estate contract therein. 
T. NOTICE. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, any notice expressly required by it must be given no later than two days after the occurrence or non-occurrence 
of the event with respect to which notice is required. If any such timely required notice is not given, the contingency with respect to which the notice was to be giver 
is automatically terminated and this Agreement is in full force and effect. If a person other than the Buyer or the Seller is designated to receive notice on behalf of the 
Buyer or the Seller, notice to the person so designated shall be considered notice to the party designating that person for receipt of notice. 
U. BROKERAGE. For purposes of this Agreement, any references to the term, "Brokerage" shall mean the respective listing or selling real estate office. 
V. DAYS. For the purposes of this Agreement, any references to the term, "days" shall mean business or working days exclusive of legal holidays. 
PAGE FOUR OF A FOUR PAGE FORM. 
THIS FORM HAS BEEN APPROVED BY THE UTAH REAL ESTATE COMMISSION AND THE OFFICE OF THE UTAH ATTORNEY GENERAL — JULY.,1, 1987-
